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UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s what we
want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish design meets affordability,

high-quality material, and a genuine care for the environment.

Inspired by the depths of the ocean, where sunlight meets the dance of water, UMAGE is 

now introducing Manta Ray: A sculptural lampshade and a subtle compliment to the marine 

life that unfolds great mystique underneath its simple blue surface.

Made from powder-coated steel, the lampshade will cast light downwards, while its opal 

glass centre ensures a light upwards. Crafted with great attention to detail, its curved metal 

screen uncovers an enchanting brass pattern underneath, where the light unfolds and creates 

a patterned light.

“Manta Ray pays tribute to classic shapes within Danish lighting design but reveals an 

intriguing pattern of light once you turn it on”. – Anders Klem, in-house designer at UMAGE

The Manta Ray lampshade complements the UMAGE Santé table lighting stand, creating 

a lamp perfect for the windowsill or cabinet top. Though, the flexibility of the lampshade 

makes it possible for you to match it with all lighting accessories from our collection. 

Available in white and black, the Manta Ray lampshade will, with its captivating shape, 

transform any room into an enchanting sanctuary and inspire your imagination. 
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Name
Manta Ray, lampshade 

Designer
Anders Klem

Design year
2023

Material
Steel and glass

Dimensions (Ø x H)
34.7 × 8.6 cm / 13.7 × 3.4” 

Colours
White
Black 

Price
169 EUR 
169 GBP
1299 DKK
1999 SEK
249 USD

For press material and high res photos, please go 
to umage.presscloud.com. For product loans or 
interviews, please contact PR and Communications 
coordinator, Caroline Nordholt at cno@umage.com 
or tel. +45 31 39 00 36
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